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It is difficult to believe that this smartly-dressed high
school student was once a street boy.

Aiming ever higher
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Former street boys: lives transformedStreet boys: “This is my story…”

Haran Kipkurui and Felix Kipkoech

Benard, Mastin and Lenson ended
up living on the streets. This is
their story about how it happened: 

We told dad, “If there is somewhere 
we can go and dig for money, we will 
go and dig to get the money for the
school fees.” 

Benard (age 14), Mastin (age 11) and Lenson (age 10) 
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Former street boys: lives transformed

Joseph Kiiru - my story from
hopelessness to success:

I was very hopeless, someone with no destiny
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Strengthening education in Nairobi slumsEducation and training: the keys to success

Footsteps International has supported 
the Naivasha Technical Training Institute
(NTTI) for nearly 20 years, helping
disadvantaged young people to learn
vocational skills that enable them to 
earn a living

Polytechnic equipped for 21st century training

The streets behind me, the world before me: George and Paul train for careers
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Strengthening education in Nairobi slums

Footsteps supports 45 children at the Imani pre-school (above) and 355 children at the 
Church on the Rock Primary School (below) in the slums of Nairobi. We provide food for school

meals, and take small quantities of second-hand uniforms for the most needy children.
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Sunshine Centre: aiming ever higherNo longer orphaned, nor abandoned 

Maisha Bora education: the path to a good life



 


 












 






 



Caring for orphans is at the heart of what we do



Sunshine Centre: aiming ever higher
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Could you conquer 
Mt Longonot in 
October 2020?





 



E: martin.print@footstepsinternational.org

Tel 01689 828166

Contact us:
Martin & Mary Print            
Footsteps International, 
79 Lynwood Grove,
Orpington, Kent, 
BR6 0BQ
Tel +44 (0) 1689 828166 
Martin.print@footstepsinternational.org 

www.footstepsinternational.org


 


   



  


 
 






 






  

 

 
 










 
 
 


 
 





About 
Footsteps...
Our projects are
mainly in Kenya:




A priceless 
investment!

Good food: 

Loving care: 

Education







The keys to success:

www.footstepsinternational.org

MARAFUN 2020
Runners, walkers and helpers

needed! Limited places!

https://www.wonderful.org /
charity/footstepsinternational 




